How to Make a Paper Plate Loggerhead Turtle

1. Color the flippers and head and cut them out
2. Color the bottom of one paper plate to look like the top shell of a loggerhead turtle. Be creative loggerheads have all types of things on their shells (barnacles, algae, starfish, snails, etc.)
3. Color the bottom of a second plate to look like the underside of a loggerhead turtle.
4. Glue the head and flippers to the inside of the second plate.
5. Staple the insides of the two plates together except between the rear flippers.
6. Stuff the turtle with crumpled pieces of paper.
7. Staple closed the area between the rear flippers
8. Enjoy your paper plate loggerhead turtle!
Color these turtle parts and cut them out for your loggerhead.

Front Flippers

Head

Rear Flippers